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What is muckness? It is wishy-washy, unsure, inhibited, banana-
head, and, as a color, it is a mauvy-greenish brown with cool
undertones.
Why does it occur? Because of insecurity, underdevelopment,
fear, and inexperience, when confronted only in a negative and
self-destructive manner.
What can it affect? Relationships between people, jobs, and
artistic development. Specifically, the right half of the brain.
How can it be avoided? By building geometry and structure.
Maintenance of a strong skeletal system, both physically and
emotionally, is critical.
How can it be maintained? By enhancing this geometric structure
with flavor and life, personal air and spice. Remembrance of
childhood is the foundation to having a life free of muckness.
The Beginning
This body ofwork is about punching balloons and laughter, about frogs
and phobias. It is about relationships ofall kinds. It comes from seeing air
move across the sky, or from seeing colors in a sound. It developed during
childhood, and grew into reflections ofmy own life.
This project began as an exploration of the relationships between
organic patterns and geometric forms. The patterns were initially inspired
by tapestries, and by observingwild, yet natural floral growth and land
scapes. The geometric or inorganic forms evolved around a contrasting or
masculine structure: the square. To enhance this contrast even more,
materials such aswood and sand, and plexiglass were used as a hard edged
architectural base. The surface treatment of color was handled in a manner
that would either minglewith the structure, or float away from it. With the
development of each piece, I became more sensually in tune with the paint,
the marks, and the materials. Emphasis was placed on the dialogue between
the overall texture of the colors and the physical structure. Eventually,
individual components ofpattern and color disintegrated, allowing the
painted mark and color fields to take on a lyrical sound, flowing more
freely, regardless ofphysical boundaries.
TheWoods
One ofmy strongest motives for painting comes from being outdoors.
Perhaps my two favorite places in theworld to be are in the woods, and
above the tree line. Here, completely new sets ofproblems and delights
replace the current everyday ideals. The miracle ofwitnessing a red newt
scurry defensively across a branch, or to feel the exhaustion of climbing into
a newworld above the clouds is perhaps where my inspiration begins. In
thewoods, I can spend time alone, with a special someone, and with God.
The air of the open space surrounded by branches and leaves ofseasons past
fills mymindwith clean spirit and open senses, the most important
element of creativity.
Itwas in thewoods, or shall I say above thewoods, where I first got the
idea for this thesis. I was hiking down from the summit ofMt. Washington
in New Hampshire, a descent requiring both eyes to be glued to the rocks
beneath each hand and foot movement. I began to notice the patterns and
shapes across the terrain as though measures ofa symphonywere traveling
around my feet and body. Yellow speckled boulders reflected thewhite
milky sky, leaving tiny crevasses for the jade colored alpine growth to peek
The silhouette ofa wood seen
close to us and against the light,
is certainly very irregular, but the
wood itselfis too transparent and
its light-effects too varied to give
an impression ofstrength and
massweness.
through, revealing miniaturewhite flowers. As the tree line approached, the
scree became coarser and denser, eventually forming hedges ofmass, dwarf
sized trees, and finally, a forest. The yellow speckled boulders became rocks
diminishing in size, overwhelmed by the pines towering above. My point of
view transformed from above to within.
This play on scale adjustments, movement, and the contrast between
delicate alpine zones spread amidst icy boulders fascinated me. I wondered
how the two physically different components of this mountain evolved, and
how theywill survive the different elements ofclimate. The hard, mascu
line qualities of the boulders, which made a deep hollow sound when
stepped on, in conjunctionwith the specks of dainty flowers and moss
trickled with ribbons of flowingwater, provoked the idea of the amount of
masculine or feminine qualities within this mountain, andwithin myself.
I began to evaluate myself in more abstract terms, considering shapes and
marks. I asked myself, "If I were to be any dimensional mark, line, squiggle,
or shape conceivably imagined or executed, whatwould it be? After much
persuasion and consideration, I found it impossible to telate to anything
but the square, (perhaps growing into a cube).
I am the Square
The symbolic square has been used consistendy through time. It has repre
sented a method of raising children in theAsian world, where each leg of
the square, at a right angle to the next, stands for a different philosophy to
live by. The square has also symbolized man himself. If a circle represented
theworld, with its unity and origin, man would be symbolized by the
square, as he grows apart from this world.
My association to the square came not from a symbolic connection
from history, but has developed through my own life experiences.
Architecturally speaking, the square is a simple shape capable ofmany
complex subdivisions. Divide it in half from leg to leg, and receive two
rectangles. Turn this division
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and receive two triangles. Circumscribe a
circlewithin to touch all four sides, or draw it outside, to connect all four
corners. As a physical space, squares offer quietness and flow, free of
interruption. As a structure, its four perfecdy symmetrical legs and angles
can be rotated, inverted, mirrored, or any combination of these, while still
remaining in its original condition.
You can imagine that ifthe
environment on one side ofa
bilateral creature differsfrom the
environment on the other, the
creature might develop a
completely asymmetric
form.2
I come from a family of four, each of us representing a different shape,
though it is possible that my father, too, may be a square. A circle belongs
to my mother, who is nurturing, and encompasses all aspects of our family
as a unit. My sisterwould be an animated three-dimensional squiggle mark,
fluctuating and undulating as the situation warrants. I tend to be a solid,
stable groundwithin my own life, and for each ofmy family members to
relate to. Their problems have always found theway to my ear, as I offer an
unbiased and constructive opinion.
Creative Scientists
Other influences that have been ofgreat importance to mywork seem to
evolve around the "creative
scientists"
world, such as theworks ofJoseph
Albers, M. Minnaert, Jan Tschichold, and Peter Stevens. Each of these
researchers has cleared a new summit, offering open views on the principals
ofunderstanding color relationships, interpreting natural phenomena,
employing sound design theory, and relating harmonywith geometry.
As a "creative myself, I sought an investigation of color and
form, and ofstatic modular components made fluid bywind-swept color.
The group offourteen paintings, and one "text on piece, explored
themerging of organic visual color and form with the inorganic or geomet
ric structure. Flat planar surfaces were subdy transformed into a sculptural
tease ofprojections, expressed through changes in color and the actual
physical structure and arrangement of the components within each piece.
The underlying theme in all thework is a mutation of
the organicwith the
inorganic. The varying levels of both sideswere tested. Some paintings
reveal a literal sense of imagery, such as FloralFling, while others express air
or liquid color rushing across the surface, as in Indian Summer.
Ofall the constraints on nature,
the mostfar reaching are imposed
by space. For space itselfhas a
structure that influences the shape
ofevery existing
thing.5
Perhaps my interests in the sciences developed in the attic ofmy child
hood, where I developed a fascination for my father's physics text book.
Reading about electricity, vectors, and mechanisms, I developed a process of
thinking that entered into myworld as an artist. I've always been interested
inwhatwill happen if . . . and how will this effect . . . and why. As I read
TheNature ofLight and Color in the Open Air, byM. Minaret, I associated
colors, transformations, and chemical happenings with each phenomena he
described. In considering his theories of light, shadows, and their effects on
color and form perception, I approached my paintingswith questions.
Some paintings were developed to enhance the three-dimensional sculptural
qualities, while other paintings were created to diminish the sculptural
relief. Flat surfaces were also employed, as paint and strands ofwire became
suggestive of dimension.
FloralFling one of the earlier pieces executed in this project, consists
of four
12"
square wooden panels, placed side by side, forming a long hori
zontal. Working form left to right, right to left, and from deep within, to in
front of the immediate surface, I envisioned simple garden-like qualities,
with a multitude of flower petals, greenery, and speckles of glittering
sunlight and shadow. Painted with oils on a dimensional, rigid, wooden
surface coated with a mixture ofgesso and fine sand, the strokes of color
approach an impasto effect, enhancing the abstract figure/ground relation
ship. Perhaps this is the most literal interpretation of
"organic"
imagery set
against a modular series of regularly set geometric panels.
Summer on Boston Common is also quite literal. Each of the six tiny
panels are framed againstwhite backgrounds. The panels are made of paper
gessoed with a layer of fine sand, and glazed with layers of oil paint. The
panels reveal layers of underpaintings kissed with touches of opaque layers
on the surface. The separation of each piece behind its own white back
ground created individuality and wholeness to each panel, while the flowing
colors create unity across the series. This piece supports a linear or non
progressive geometric arrangement, similar to Floral Fling.
Also in a linear format is Harmony, a series ofsixwooden cubes, 2
Vi"
each, horizontally spaced 2
Vi"
apart. The exposed surfaces are painted with
oils on a gesso and sand ground, adding grain and texture to
the delicate
flowery images. Inspired by rich tapestries, I tried to create two-dimensional
harmony and regularity across intervals of symmetrical cubes and spaces.
The irregularity of this piece comes not from the human quality of the
painted mark, but from the progressive shadows cast by the cubes. With a
strong light source placed slightly above and to the left, the shadows cast by
the cubes increase in size from left to right, as the negative space of light
decreases in size. This progression of light and dark compliments the regu
larity of rhythm between the cubes and spaces.When two light sources are
placed at opposite angles, shadows turn into triangularwedges sinking
between and beneath neighboring cubes. The regularity of the form is again
disturbed by the function of the light.
One cube ofHarmony, flattened out, magnified, and shattered, would
sprout into Leaves ofHarmony. This is the largest painting in the series,
consisting of eight
2'
x 2 masonite panels, stacked in two rows of four
across. This piece was inspired by my own color photography of flowering
vegetation, shot close up and blurred. As in the previous paintings, Leaves of
Harmonywas painted with oils on awooden surface prepared with a gesso
There is an oldprescription
amongpaintersfor seeingmore
life andgreater richness in the
colors ofa landscape, and that is
to stand withyour back to the
landscape, your legs wide apart
and bendforwardsofar as to be
able to see between them. The
intensifiedfeelingfor color is
supposed to be connectedwith the




and sand mixture. The liquid quality of the background colors flicker with
light and shadows, resembling amicroscopic view of a Renoir. The enor
mous swelling red petals protrude into the central space, bleeding across the
division of the modular units, creating a mellifluous rhythm.
Requiring the most determination, this painting represented a turning
point in the series as I began to dissolve some of the literal quality within
the imagery and the brush strokes. Enlarging the scale of the smaller mod
ules certainly impacted my perception of color and brush stroke. Working
with oversized house brushes, I built up thin glazes of oil paint with a tur
pentine medium. Eventually replacing this medium in the paint with a
stand oil mixture, I began to workwet into wet, building up the key high
light areas. This long process, and the larger scale, provided a haven for the
floral images to become deliquescent across the eight panels.
Upon observing the melting of
the image boundaries across the non
progressive, regular structure ofHarmony and Leaves ofHarmony, I tested
the dissolving theory even more. Crawling Through the Grass In the Spring
is a product of disruption to the regularity ofplacement. Fluid color marks
u
still represented floral imagery; however, the dissolving exists in the place
ment and arrangement of the modules. The eight cubes were attached to
thewall at different angles, with no connecting regular rhythm. The
imagery on the cubes grew, as foliage does in nature, beginningwith the
underlying nourishing dark greens, speckled with blooms ofpinks and reds.
The painting process invited the glazing technique again, topped with
opaque paint. This time, I drizzled pure turpentine around the surfaces of
the cubes while the paint was still wet, dissolving the literal images even
more. The overall impression reminded me of the smell of long and tall
grass blades blowing in thewind, tickling my nose and elbows as I lay prone
outdoors on a cool summer morning.While the painted images vary slighdy,
the disruption of the regular rhythm plays against equally irregular shadows,
creating a feeling ofunpredictability between the organic and the inorganic.
In an effort to invite viewer participation, I created Vasant-a Time of





x i8", set apartwith equal spacing of i
Vi."
The overall
shape is a square. The color is painted across the three exposed sides of the
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wood, as well as on the tops and bottoms, inviting the viewer to walk
around the piece in a semi-circular arc. The vivid reds and contrasting lime
greens flow through thewood like rose petals and leaves twined around
stable branches.When viewed straight on, the pieces ofwood transform
into a series of equally spaced, rhythmic, graphic element turned alive by
color, with litde or no spatial depth.When viewed form the left or the
right at an angle, thewooden slats appear to melt together, submerging in a
field ofenergized color, as the greens and reds bend around and travel
through the piece.
The happiness associated with the vivid colors in this piece developed
from my interests in Rajasthan miniature paintings. Vasantstands for
Spring. To the Rajputs, springtime represents a joyous season ofdance and
life, as the dead colorless winter is painted overwith life and blooming.
The human voice and spirit is organic and liquid. It is capable of
flowing melodiously across time and space. In Vasanta Time ofBlooming,
the representation of the spirit exists in the bright succulent colors dancing
through the structure. The rigid wooden slats, regularly spaced, represent
13
the concrete expression of thought and knowledge, as it is believed and
assumed that Spring will happen, year after year, forever followingwinter.
My interests in dissolving the literal imagery and brush stroke devel
oped even more with a series of three paintings. Air, the first of the three,
tested the idea ofattaching a background field to the modular units of the
wooden slats. Once the structurewas built, glazes of color were applied to a
highly absorbent ground ofgesso and sand. Thirsty form more color, the
painting transformed into aworld ofatmosphere and air. The addition of




spaces of the background created a high
level of contrast and unity. As I began to paint with the turpentine, the
color boundaries dissolved entirely, denying the three-dimensional structure
on which itwas painted. Air is a prime example of contradicting the geo
metric structurewith the application ofcolor.
Midnight in theMountains, although a lower relief, also suggests the
denial of form through emphasis on color and field. The sparkling greens
and teals suggest a cold midnight river rushing across its rocky bed,
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twinklingwith light from the moon. The sandy texture glistens as the
slightly metallic paint flickers across the surface.
The third painting of this group, Heredity, expands upon the idea of
merging the wooden slats with the background. When first glancing at
Heredity, one might see similarities between Air and Midnight in the
Mountains. However, within thewhiteness ofHeredity lie colors and dia
logues between the paint, the structure, and the materials. In the previous
two paintings, the wooden slats form a perfect square, butting up against
the edges of the masonite backing. In Heredity, the wooden slats are




Woven through thewooden slats is a layer ofmylar glazed with
crackling oil paint. The colors on the mylar approachwhite,
but reveal tints
ofpinks, peaches, and ochres. Once assembled, the mylar bowed in a
repetitive series of cylindrical shafts arching over the exposed vertical
slats.
The mylar and the slats together form a square centered on the wooden
background. The overall appearance ofHeredity \s white and calm, however,
the alternating smooth and
rough materials create eclectic vibrations
Reflection is thegreatfactor
generally determining the color of
the sea. But it takesplace in an
endless variety ofways because
the surface ofthe sea is a moving
living thing rippling and
undulating according to the way
ofthe wind and theformation of
the sho
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undulatingwithin the rigid structure of the square. Another layer of interest
exists as an additive to the ground panel: strands ofwinding string and
swatches of thin lace violate the rhythm of the slats, upsetting the serenity
and neutral whiteness.
The title of this piece came from my analysis ofpeople and society.
Human beings are all relatively similar. We've been people for quite a long
time. But there is something different about everybody. The repetition and
order of the slats and the interwoven mylar represent the individual. The
subtle changes in colors across the seeminglywhite background suggest the
variations in personalities or customs. My pride in this piece comes from
the subtle complexities within the various juxtapositions of the compo
nents, and the dialogue between the elements and colors.
I continued to explore the concept ofgeometrywithin the geometric
form, as opposed to geometry as the form. In Heredity, the juxtaposition of
the shiny plastic mylarwith the rough sand
coated wood presented a new
issue ofmaterials. I extended this idea in the final five paintings ofmy
thesis. The issues associated with painting on a transparent surface, as
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opposed to the opaque surface of thewood, presented the opportunity to
view the painting from the non-painted side, as though revealing the inside
of the painting.
Indian Summer-was the first of the plexiglas pieces. This painting is
viewed from the painted side of the plexiglas. Structurally similar to
Heredity, Indian Summer is composed of five equally spaced wooden slats
centeredwithin a larger square unit. In arranging thewooden slats, I broke
the predictable regular rhythm by dropping the fourth slat down below the
baseline of the otherwooden slats. Acrylic paint was applied in thin layers
to the front surface of the plexiglas, and then to the strips ofwood. The
desert hot reds and fuschias illuminated by underlying glazes of coppers and
bronzes break the traditional color boundaries as seen in the previous work.
Here, the colors bleed and sway against the smooth plexiglas surface.
The title, Indian Summer, derived from the hot colors set against the
irregular arrangement of thewood. By offsetting the fourth band ofwood,
I am reminded of the one last soft burst ofsummer's warmth before fading
away into the cold.
Trees, among all the elements
thatgo toform a landscape, are
practically the only ones to show
when illuminated laterally, the
wonderful beauty ofcontrast




OceanMorning, also painted on the front side ofplexiglas, creates a
similar feel of lost boundaries and dispersion. The five wooden slats, placed
in the center, were painted separately from the background to suggest a
positive/negative relationship between field and form. The colors on the
wood and plexiglass are from the same palette, but the juxtaposition ofdark
against light, and light against dark, created a push and pull. While the slats
physically protrude, they appear be recessed within the painting. The color
palette, deep aquamarines and glistening teals set on top of an ultramarine
base, is the coolest ofall the paintings, creating a feel of icy summer morn
ing air, moistened by the cold Atlantic mist.
Pushing the dialogue between the modular slats set against the plexiglas
ground became even more evident in CherriesJubilee. For this piece, I
applied the paint to the back side of the plexiglas, allowing the shiny,
unpainted surface to become the front side of the painting. Lush edible reds
dance around carmel coppers, golds, and splashes ofgreens. The thick
wooden slats, painted in the same delicious colors, truly speak against the
reflective surface of the plastic.
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Another important issue to discuss regarding CherriesJubilee is the
relationship between the dimension of the piece and the projection from
thewall.While most of the paintings either sit flush against the wall, or
project out 3/4", none seem to depend on this relationship to thewall more
than Cherries Jubilee. The projected dimension equals the sculptural
dimension of the piece. The small scale of 18 X is a perfect match for the
3A"
projection. This added depth acts as one final layer of information that
brings the viewer back into the painting, through the wooden slats, on top
of the reflective surface, and into the paint again.
The final two paintings, Twilight, and Wind ofMelody, begin to tease
the internal geometric structures, suggesting an opposing feeling of light
ness and delicacy. Twilight, the larger of the two, consists ofseven strands of
brass wirewoven through finely drilled holes in the plexiglas. The wires
dance in long slender vertical lines, revealing the form of a square. The
golden brassy colors, with tones ofwarm lilacs and olives, are painted in a
wispy drybrush technique, maintaining an organic flavorwhile spreading
across the plexiglas. The painting is viewed from the inside.
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The final painting, WindofMelody, is also viewed from the inside. The
wire motif is repeated, however, the six strands of copperwire were pur
posefully designed to bow and flex, avoiding rigid vertical lines. The texture
of the paint reveals tiny dots speckled throughout the field of roses, ivy
greens, and ochres. The luminescent glow of the paint is echoed by the
copper wire. The subtle undulation of this wire dances against the stiffness
of the plastic surface.
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Remembering Childhood
The paintings described in this thesis reflect my desire to avoid muckness.
As stated in the opening passage, Fear ofMuckness, muckness is avoided by
building geometry and structure, and maintained by enhancing this struc
turewith flavor and spice. To maintain a life free ofmuckness, I find it
critical to keep alive the finks to my childhood.
The following passages were created as components to the entire group
ofpaintings. Theywere designed on six-inch panels hung in a modular
grid, four rows across, and four rows down. Black sans-serif text was format
ted on to starkwhite paper. The panels were then mounted on to stiff foam
core. The static, physical quality of these panels parallels the modular
construction of the paintings, both hanging motionless on thewalls. The
straight lines ofblack text parallel the modular additives on the backgrounds.
The paint and color on the paintings has been replaced bywhimsical and
colorful thoughts and happenings, all ofwhich are completely true.
Through my paintings, and the Fear ofMuckness panels, I hope to
encourage viewers to be aware, alert, and awake to their natural
surroundings; to observe and interpret relationships ofall kinds with




Fear of the Harrington School Nurse
Each year, on the first day of school, I got on the same bus,
walked into the same school, went into the room and threw
up. Every first-day-of-school, my mother got a call.
Mrs. linger, this is the Harrington School Nurse. Fourth
Grade brought me to a new section of the school. I found my
room, got the feeling, walked into the boys
'
room, chucked, and
went home. This was the last year I went home on the
first day of school.
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Fear of Sharks
I used to love lying on the sofa with my dad until he started
pushing me off, yelling "Look out for the sharks! Look out for the
Now I hate sharks.
M
Fear of Fat Cats
When I was at the Graham's house a long time ago, eating my
peanut butter and jelly sandwich outside with everyone else, their
fat cat, Babsi, became even hungrier, and decided to climb up
my legs and finish my sandwich for me. The only band-aids they
had to stop the lines of blood on my legs were 1
/A"
slivers,
meant for pin-hole pokes on pinkys. Perhaps this explains why I
was turned down at an apartment complexwhich allowed each
tenant one cat under ten pounds, and I suggested cutting off it's
tail if need be.
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Fear of Flying Sisters
If you ever want to see your big sister fly, watch most of
The Exorcistwith her, then secretly hide under her bed. When
she is almost asleep, slowly and unevenly press against the
underneath side of her mattress while letting out a long deep
groan. I got punched for this one.
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Fear of Being Paged
Every time I went to the store with my dad, I could see him
purposefully trying to lose me just so he could have me paged.
I hated this.
*7
Fear of Blue Toilet Water
I remember the first time I sat on a toilet filled with strange blue
water. I tried to hover above the seat, and made my mother and
my sister watch me pee just in case anything weird happened.
When I was done, it was actually pretty neat because the blue
water turned green.
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Fear of Hot Air Popcorn
Not too long ago, I was enjoying the act of making hot air
popcorn, when I felt a stinging sensation on my stomach.
Ignoring it, I continued to toss the flying kernels into the bowl. The
sting became a dagger forced into my navel, so I looked down
and discovered a scorching kernel lodged in my belly button,
only to be replaced by a jellybean-size blister that would remain
for seven days.
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Fear of Pink Punching Balloons
I used to like balloons a lot, until I went downstairs one night to
show off the buoyancy of my new pink punching balloon and it
exploded in my face. I think I was more frightened by the
hysterical laughter of my father.
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Fear ofWhite Bread
Hot summer nights were not good conditions to run in my back
yard with an open mouth. I swallowed a huge white gypsy moth,
and had to eat white bread and drink milk. I don't know which
was worse, the moth or the milk and bread.
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Fear of Losing Teeth
My dad used to grab onto my ponytail so I couldn't get away.
One afternoon, he held on so tight, that when he released me, I
went flying across the grass. My knee met up with my mouth, and
I swallowed my big tooth.
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Fear of Chicken Soup
Melissa Bradley and I were twirling downstairs, eyes glued to the
ceiling, in hopes of becoming overwhelmed by dizziness. My
face collided with the wrought iron legs of the bar stool, creating
a permanent sway to the left on my nose. The chicken soup on
the stove had to wait until the stitches were in place and my
parents had calmed down.
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Fear of Unseen Monsters
The gorilla under my bed was nothing compared to the gorilla
chopping butter in the kitchen. However, I must confess I was
terrified when I heard the Italian guy with the football shaped
head coming into my bedroom again with all his loud drums.
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Fear of Consequences
I used to collect frogs, then I got warts.
I still like them though. Frogs, I mean.
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Fear of Sharing Food
In the first grade, I had a crush on Jimmy Burke. It was playtime,
and the whole class was crawling around, doing what first
graders do best, which included bumping into that special
someone underneath the tables. My big moment arrived; I finally
had the chance to offer Jimmy one of my saltine crackers. He
took it, ate it, and enjoyed. That was the end of playtime.
As I finished off the rest of my saltines, a feeling of nausea
poured over me. I had given him a cracker from which I had
already taken a bite. From then on, I never gave food to
anybody unless they asked for it.
36
Fear of Fantasy Island
The first time I slept over Debbie's house when her parents were
out for the whole night, was great. (My parents knew, of course.)
We let Bo and Cindy out to go to the bathroom, and began
watching the scariest episode of Fantasy Island to date. To soften
our fears, the creation of fruit salad was in order, which would
take us away from the living room, and into the kitchen. Bananas,
cantelope, strawberries, and apples were the ingredients of the
evening, all of which required cutting with a sharp knife.
I liked horror movies better than Debbie did, especially since an
earlier scream of mine had caused a plate of spaghetti with
sauce to bounce off her plate into her lap. I adjourned back to
the sofa, with my knife, while she stayed in the kitchen.
An eerie expression passed over Debbie's face as she slid into
the living room. She said Cindy was clawing at the back door
and wanted me to go with her to let her in. Being the great friend
that I was, I said no, and clutched a velvet toss pillow. Next thing
I knew, Debbie, and her dredlock red curls, were fizzing up and
down the stairs, down and up the hallway, back down the stairs,
and eventually into the living room. The velvet pillow became my
guardian as she whimpered, "guy . . . back porch ... no shirt
Hiding under the bed of her parents wasn't enough security for
Debbie, but it seemed perfectly fine for me at the time. My
fingers twirled the telephone of my parents. Ma and Dad came,
the police came, and the guy was caught at a neighbor's,
peeping into their window from the lawn furniture. We never did
see the end of Fantasy Island.
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Endnotes
'Minnaert, M. TheNature ofLight and Color in the OpenAir, page 339.
Stevens, Peter. The Handbook ofRegular Patterns, page 20.
'Stevens, Peter. Patterns in Nature, page 4.
4Minnaert, M. The Nature ofLight and Color in the Open Air, page 113.
'Minnaert, M. TheNature ofLight and Color in the Open Air, page 314.
sMinnaert, M. TheNature ofLight and Color in the Open Air, page 338.
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Crawling Through the Grass in the Spring
Oil on wooden cubes
VasantA Time ofBlooming





Oil and sand on wood
Midnight in theMountains








Acrylic on wood and plexiglas
r8"xi8"
Ocean Morning
Acrylic on wood and plexiglas
Indian Summer





Acrylic and copper wire on plexiglas
3o"x3o"
Wind ofMelody
Acrylic and wire on plexiglas
x
